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1 AN ORDINANCE concurring with the hearing examiner's

2 approval, subject to conditions, of the preliminary plat of

3 Echo Lake Estates, located on the south side of SE 96th

4 Street, east of the Snoqualmie Parkway, department of

5 permitting and environmental review file no. PL4T160002.

6 BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF KING COIINTY:

7 SECTION 1. This ordinance hereby adopts as its action, and incorporates herein

8 as its own the findings, conclusions and decision, the hearing sxaminer's October 6,2017,

9 final order, contained in Attachment A to this ordinance, and the hearing examiner's

10 October 6,2017, amended report and decision, contained in Attachment B to this

n ordinance, approving, subject to conditions, the preliminary plat of Echo Lake Estates,
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Ordinance 18643

located on the south side of SE 96th Street, east of the Snoqualmie Parkway, department

of permitting and environmental review file no. PL4T160002.

Ordinance 18643 was introduced on 812212016 and passed by the Metropolitan King
County Council on 111612018, by the following vote:

Yes: 8 - Mr. von Reichbauer, Mr, Gossett, Ms. Lambert, Mr. I)unn,
Mr. McDermott, Mr. Dembowski, Mr. Upthegrove and Ms. Balducci
No: 0

Excused: 1 - Ms. Kohl-V/elles

KING COUNTY COUNCIL
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Chair
ATTEST:

Melani Pedroza, Clerk of the Council

Attachments: A. Hearing Examiner Report Dated October 6,2017, B. Amended Hcaring Examiner
Report and Decision Dated October 6,2017
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October 6,2017

OFFICE OF THE HEARING EXAMINER
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

King County Courthouse
5 16 Third Avenue Room 1200

Seattle, Washington 98 I 04
Telephone (206) 477 -0860
Facsimile (206) 29 6 -0198

he-arin gexam i,nq,r@k in g<ìount)¡. goy
rvwrv.kin gcounty. gov/indepeg4qnt/heari n g-exanliner

FINAL ORDER

SUBJECT: Department of Permitting and Environmental Review file no. PL4T160002

ECHO LAKE ESTATES
Preliminary Plat Application

Location: South side of SE 96th Street, east of Snoqualmie Parkway,
Snoqualmie

Appellants City of Snoqualmie; King County Public Hospital District No. 4
(dlbl a Snoqualmie Val ley Hospital)
represented by Bob Sterbank
PO Box 987
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Telephone: (425) 831 -l 888
Email : B $terbank@ci.snoqualmie.wa.us

Applicant: Puget Western Inc
represented áy Heather Burgess
724 Columbia Street NW Suite 320
Olympia, WA 98501
Telephone: (360) 7 42-3500
Email : hburgess@nhil lipsburgesslaw.com

King County: Department of Permitting and Environmental Review
represented áy Devon Shannon and JinaKim
King County Courthouse
516 Third Avenue Room W400
Seattle, WA 98104
Telephone: (206) 47 7 -l 120
Email : devon.shannon@kingcount),. gov ;
j i na. l< i nr@ki n gcou nty. gov
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INTRODUCTION

On Septemb er 29,2016, we held a public hearing on a proposed six-lot subdivision, Echo Lake
Estates. Bill Moffet testified for Puget Western Inc (Applicant). Kim Claussen and Pat Simmons
testified for the Department of Permitting and Environmental Review (DPER). Two neighbors
also appeared; Ron Meyers offered testimony and asked questions, while Joseph Amedson only
noted that he was potentially interested in purchasing one of the lots and asked a question about
distances.

On October 12, we issued a Report and Decision approving the preliminary plat, the same week
our Court decided lilhatcom County v. Hirst,186 Wn.2d 648, 381 P.3d 1 (2016). The City of
Snoqualmie (the City) and the King County Public Hospital District No. 4 d/b/a Snoqualmie
Valley Hospital (the Hospital) (collectively Appellants) timely filed a motion for reconsideration
on November 7.

The parties jointly requested several extensions to our initial briefing schedule while they
attempted to resolve the case. Those settlement efforts stalled, and we received the briefs. On
February 16,2017 , we issued a preliminary order listing several determinations to that point,
including:

¡ rejecting Appellants' motion to reopen the record to admit new evidence, explaining
that the factual record will remain as it closed on September 29,2016;

. takingjudicialnotice of WAC 173-507-030;

. taking judicial notice of Hirst, even though the Court did not issue its mandate in
Hirst until November 7,2016, well after our October 12,2016, decision; and

o rejecting Applicant's alternative argumenf that if Hirsl requires current applicants to
demonstrate legal water availability, we should bump that demonstration to the building
permit application stage.

We closed by requesting briefings on several open topics. The parties then jointly sought and
received several briefrng extensions, while the legislature attempted to figure out a solution for
Hírst. When the legislative session ended without a compromise, the parties submitted additional
briefìng. Along with our simultaneously-issued Amended Report and Decision, we now issue
this final order.

EXHAUSTION AND STANDING

The threshold question is whether Appellants, who failed to participate at all in our hearing
process, have standing and/or sufficiently exhausted their remedies such that they should be able
to challenge our decision.

Our standard for reconsideration is:

Before the expiration of the applicable appeal period. .., a Wy may frle with the
examiner a motion requesting that the examiner reconsider a determination. A
timely motion stays the timelines...until the examiner rules on the motion. The
examiner may grant the motion if the person making the motion shows that the
determination was based in whole or in part on eroneous information or failed to
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comply with existing laws, regulations or adopted policies or if an error of
procedure occurred that prevented consideration ofthe interest ofpersons directly
affected by the action.

KCC20.22.220.A.2 (underscore added). Similarly, for appeals of an examiner decision to the
Council, KCC20.22.230.A (underscore added) states that.

A W initiates an appeal to the council from an examiner recommendation or
decision by filing an appeal statement with the clerk of the council and providing
copies of the appeal statement to the examiner and to all parties.

On ono reading, the standard for appealing to Council is broacler than the standard for asking the
examiner to reconsider a decision, leading to an absurd result; if anything, standing requirements
become stricter as one moves up the proverbial ladder. We reiterate what we wrote in February:
it would be foolish to interpret the breadth of our reconsideration standard as any narrower than
the Council's stantlard in analyzing an appeal frotn our fural decisiotr. If orte could file an appeal
to Council, one should be able to file a motion for reconsideration to us beforehand to avoid the
need for a costly appeal to Council. We read the standards in pari materia.

The Applicant and County assert that only a party could frle a motion for reconsideration;
because neither the City nor the Hospital filed a petition to intervene before our September 29,

20l6,hearing, we should not consider their motion.l For an appeal to the examiner from a
County decision, hearings are "public" in the sense that anyone may observe, but participation is

limited to the parties (including those who previously and successfully petitioned to become a

party) and the witnesses the parties call. However, where the case reaches us as an applicotion,
the line between parties and nonparties is not so strong. The application hearing itself is a true
"public hearing": anyone can come and offer evidence or argument, whether a party calls her to
the stand or not, and whether or not she previously requested intervenor status.2 Applicant's and

the County's position certainly has some merit.3 But ultimately we reject their proposed standard

as too harsh.

For example, neighbor Ron Meyers took the time to participate in our September 29 hearingand
offer information and argument regarding water availability. We bend over backwards to allow
the public ample participation in application hearings. Rather than-as some examiners do-
limiting members of the public to a three minute statement, we typioally allow much more,
including allowing attendees to ask questions of agency or applicant witnesses, as Mr. Meyer
did.4 He acquitted himself well. If prior to the expiration of the appeal deadline, Mr. Meyers had

I Exam. R. X.B. There appears to be some confusion about "parties of reçord" and "parties." They are not the same.

The "party of record" list Appellants refer to is our mailing list of who we send our notices and decisions to; in high-
profile cases it might reach into the triple digits. "Parties," conversely, is a much more limited term defined in Exam.

R.II.J.
2 For apreliminary plat application, we have been appointed to entertain the ordinance and hold the public hearing

in Council's stead. KCC 20.22.0 5 0; KCC 20.20.020.8.
3 Thompson v. City of Mercer Island,l93 'Wn. App. 653, 660-61,375 P.3d 681 (2016) (appellant had no standing to
appeal, despite his earlier participation.)
a Our hearing thus offered much more opportunity for public participation than the hearing discussed in Citizens for
Mount Vernon v. City of Mount Vernon, 133 Wn.2d 861, 869, 947 P.2d 1208 (1997), where individual citizens were
permitted to speak for only three minutes. Our Rules make clear that while only parties have a right to cross examine
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moved for reconsideration, he would have had standing andlor have exhausted his remedies,
despite of his not having frled a motion to intervene before the hearing.s To interpret the rules to
require someone like Mr. Meyers to initially fìle a petition for intervention in order to have a
voice later would be anathema to the public participation that is the hallmark of our open
hearings process. It might also lead to a stampede of petitions for intervention, as anyone
concerned about an application and wanting to have any future say in the matter would need to
fight to obtain party status. That has never been how we have interpreted our process, and we do
not change our view now.

Appellants' interpretation-that any person, whether or not he or she participated in the public
hearing (either live or by submitting written comments prior to the record closing), could file a

motion for reconsideration or an appeal-would create even more absurd results. Anybody could
wait like a snake in the grass to see how the public hearing turned out and what our decision was,

and then file a motion for reconsideration or an appeal, asking for a "do over" to try to submit
evidence and argument they should have submitted during the public hearing process. That
would make a mockery of the entire essence of the public hearing process.

With those understandings in place, we consider first exhaustion and then standing.

Exhaustion

A crucial rationale for the doctrine of exhaustion is that it "provides a more efficient process."
Durland v. San Juan County, 182 Wn. 2d 55, 68, 340 P.3d l9l (2014). With the parties arguing
back and forth about whether to include or exclude factual submissions frled well after the
hearing, the absence of the ability to the cross examine factual assertions as at our hearing, and

briefing issues surrounding factual water availability and WAC 173-507-030 that could have

been tackled as part of an orderly hearing process, allowing non-participants a second bite at the
apple post-hearing shows how monstrously ineffrcient a process that does not require
participation in the initial public hearing would be.

If for some reason either the Hospital or the City had been too busy or had a conflict on

September 29,2016, either could have submitted something in writing on or before September

29, as the hearing record the examiner may draw from expressly includes "[w]ritten comments
the examiner receives prior to the record closing." Exam. R. X.8.5. Neither did. We have never
interpreted our cocle to mean that one can cornpletely fail to participate (either in person or in
writing) in our hearing process and yet later try to weigh in, and we do not change our view now.
Otherwise a "public hearing" is really justa"try to show up if it's convenient, or at least submit
something in writing, but if even that's too much trouble, don't worry. Just wait in the wings.
You'll get a second bite at the apple later."

witnesses, so long as it does not "unduly burden proceedings," we may allow others to do so "to create a complete

record and enhance public confidence." Exam. R. XII.E.3.'We did so at our September 29,2016, hearing.
5 Because Mr. Meyers did not appeal or seek reconsideration during the initial appeal window, and because today's
Amended Report and Recommendation is in no respects less favorable to him, and in fact is more favorable to him,
he would not have standing or have exhausted his administrative remedies to challenge today's Amended Report
and Decision. But he would have had standing and have exhausted his remedies if he had filed something on or
before November 7, 2016.
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Citizens for Mount Vernon v. City of Mount Vernon, 133 Wn.2d 861,947 P.2d 1208 (1997), is on
point. The Court reaffirmed that it has and will continue to "require issues to be first raised at the
administrative level and encourage parties to fully participate in the administrative process.",Id.
at 869. Appellant there had "participated in all aspects of the administrative process and raised
theappropriateprojectapprovalissues." Id.atS69-T0.Ithad"opposedthe...projectthrough
written correspondence to the city council and through testimony at the public hearings." Id. af
870.

The sticking point in Mount Vernon was not whether the would-be appellants had to participate
in the public hearing at all, but "how much participation at a public hearing is required to exhaust
an administrative remedy." Id. at869. The Court reasoned that "[i]ndividual citizens did not have
to ra,ise technical, legal argrrments with the specificity anclto the satisfaction of a trained land use
attorney during a public hearing," and held that appellant had sufficiently exhausted its
administrative remedies. Id. at87011. Thus, in considering post-hearing standing in light of
Mount Vernon, we would need to look flexibly at what degree of participation would allow a
later challenge.6

So, for example, if Mr. Meyers had, prior to the November 7,2016, expiration of the appeal
window, frled a motion for reconsideration or appeal, we or the Council rnight have needed to
allow him to raise new water-related arguments for why Echo Lake should not be approved.
But that is not our scenario at all. Appellants were a no-show at the September 29 public hearing
and did not even take the time to submit any written comments. Allowing them to raise a
challenge after the record closed would violate the sensible way that our Court addresses such
questions, namely that we interpret our code, as the Court did, to "encourage parties to fully
participate in the administrative process." Mount Vernon at 869. See also llard v. Board of Co.
Com'rs, Skøgit Co.,86 Wn. App. 266,271-72,936P.2d 42 (1997) (observing the "logic" of
"sensibly" confining the category of those seeking review of an administrative decision "to those
who participated in the administrative process to the extent allowed").

Appellants are corect that no judicial opinion involves KCC chapter 20.22 or the Examiner's
Rules or any code with language identical to ours. Thus none are directly controlling. But the
clear line ofjudicial reasoning is unbroken. Moreover, even if there were no published court
decision addressing the issue, we are confident a superior court would not lightly craft a rule that
if a court provided legally suflicient notice of its hearing-say on a class action certification or
whcther to approve or dissolve a consent decree-solneone who declined to participate would
later be allowed to complain about the result and essentially ask for a "do over." And, any such
rule would need to apply to the City of Snoqualmie and its public hearings as well. If we are
wrong, and if a court tells us we must adopt a more open-ended understanding of what our
hearing process means, we will certainly abide by that new interpretation. But we will not sua
sponte create our own end-run around the hearing process today.

6 As described above, our hearing offered much more opportunity for public participation than the hearing discussed
in Mounî Vernon, where individual citizens were permitted to speak for only three minutes .The Mt. Vernon Court
was thus more generous in its treatment of its particular appellants, distinguishing some of its earlier, stricter
decisions as applying to cases where the would-be appellant had a more formal process available than simply being
allowed to speak for three minutes. Id. Even applying the more lenient Mt. Vernon test, Appellants fail, but it is not
even a clear that a more lenient test is even applicable here, given the much broader (than the hearing in Mt. Vernon)
opportunities for input our process allowed.
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So the general rule-which we apply until instructed otherwise-is that a person who fails to
participate in a public hearing process cannot later challenge the results of that public hearing.
The question now is whether the facts here dictate some sort of exception or carve out.

Obviously, there could have been an "error of procedure... that prevented consideration of the
interests of the person directly affected by the action," an explicit ground for a motion for
reconsideration or an appeal. KCC 20.22.220.A.2, .240.D.1. Appellants' brief and reference to
our party of record list, which is really our mailing list, caused us to go back and look at our
Notice of Hearing.T The City was actually on our mailing list for our September 15, 2016, notice
of hearing; it received actual notice. The Hospital was not on our mailing list, but neither was
Mr. Meyers; that is why the code requires applicants to post sandwich boards on a site and why
DPER mails initial notices of application to those within a certain radius. Again, Appellants did
not, in their mountain of briefings, alleged any procedural irregularities that prevented their
participation.

Similarly, if Applicant's preliminary plat application or DPER's recornmendation had the
proposed plats' water source coming from outside the Raging River basin and then (after hearing
the facts and argument) we approved the application, with a modification to require that water be
pulled instead from the Raging River basin, a person who exercised due diligence would have
had no reason to suspect that Echo Lake would impact her (alleged) Raging River Basin water
rights, and thus would have a valid excuse to complain later. But that is decidedly not our
scenario. Nothing changed, factually, with Echo Lake. The Applicant's SEPA checklist stated
that water service would be provided by construction of a Group B well to serve all six parcels.

The Applicant identified the site as in the Raging River basin.s That and Public Health's
approval of the water system were in the frle and open for discovery and review. Nothing
changed in DPER's preliminary report to the examiner. And nothing changed with our
decision-we approved what the Applicant had been proposing and DPER had been
recommending all along. Unlike our hypothetical appellant, the real Appellants lack a sufficient
excuse.

The only excuse for their lack of participation Appellants raise is that Hirst presents changed
circumstances. They argue it thus would have been "futile" for them to participate. "[E]xhaustion
is excused if resort to administrative procedures would be futile." Estate of Friedman v. Pierce
County, l12 Wn.2d 68,74,768 P.2d 462 (1989). We could certainly construct a hypothetical that
would frt that bill. Suppose someone had timely submitted a motion asking us to reconsider our
decision or an appeal asking the Council to overturn us with the following pitch:

I was not sleeping on my rights, or at least not sleeping on my rights as I
reasonably understood them before Hirst. I took the time to read the sandwich
board, do my due diligence, and review the open public file. I saw that Applicant
had made a sufficient showing of .factual water availability, so I could not

7 There appears to be some confusion about "parties of record" and "parties." The "Parties of Record" to which
Appellants refer is our mailing list of who we send our notices and decisions to. This is a minor, six-unit
development, but in large, high-profile cases the list might reach into the triple digits. "Parties," conversely, is a

limited term defined in Exam. R. II.J.
8 This case is not at all like Lauer v. Pierce County, 173Wn.2d242,263,267 P.3d 988 (2011), where the Court
opened things up later because the applicants had knowingly misrepresented or omitted material facts in their
application.

6
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legitimately challenge Echo Lake on that ground. I had read WAC 173-507-030
closing the Raging River basin, but saw that, unlike some other Ecology rules,
WAC 173-507-030 did not apply to permit exempt wells, so I could not have
challenged Echo Lake on that ground either.

Since I also draw my water from the Raging River basin, I was and am concerned
that, if built out, Echo Lake will impair my water availability. But prior to Hirst,I
thought-as the Examiner, Applicant, and DPER did-that a permit "exempt"
well was just that, exempt from the need to show non-impairment. Thus it seemed
futile for me to present---either in writing prior to September 29 or at the
September 29 hearing itself---evidence of my pre-existing water rights and my
concern that Echo Lake rryould "drink my milkshake."

That would have been a winning argument, excusing that hypothetical appellant's failure to
exhaust her remedies, and providing ample ground (if she filed a motion for reconsideration) for
us to reopen the record to allow her to submit her evidence of a senior water right, establish
standing, and challenge whether the Applicant has shown legal water availability, or (if instead
she filed an appeal to Council) for the Council to remand the case to us to allow her to do so.e

Our actual Appellants, instead, have (post-hearing) vociferously argued two other prongs for
denial.

First, Appellants have-consistently since November 7 ,201í-attempted to belatedly attack the
factual sufficiency of Applicant's water showing. Again, Appellants knew all along---or would
have known, if they had looked at the file-that the Applicant was proposing (and DPER was
recornmending) to take water from the Raging River basin, and the standard at all times was then
(as now) that a preliminary plat applicant had to show "appropriate provisions" for "potable
water supplies." Hirst provides Appellants with an extra arpylment for asserting that the applicant
had not shown such adequate provisions. But Appellants have, from the moment they filed their
motion for reconsideration, challenged whether the Applicant made a sufficient showing of
factual water availability. While it is futile now for them to raise such a challenge, it would not
have been futile for them to do so on or before September 29,2016.

Second, Appellants have also since November 7,2016, consistently argued that WAC 173-507-
030 requires denying Applicant's proposal. Yet WAC 173-507-030 describes the Raging River
basin as having been closed since 1951, was filed in 1979, and has nol been impacted by any
agency filings since at least 2003. http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite:173-507-030.
Appellants thus had ample reason to participate in the hearing process to raise their WAC-based
arguments on or before September 29,2016, and no suffrcient excuse to for their failure to do so

Appellants simply failed to exhaust their remedies.

Standing

As to standing, Division I recently summarized the Court's standing jurisprudence in land use
cases: a petitioner must show that she would suffer injury in fact as a result of the land use
decision, meaning the petitioner must allege a specifrc and perceptible harm; where the harm is a

e On an appeal, Council's "consideration of an appeal from...a decision...of the examiner shall be based on the
record as presented to the examiner at the public hearing and upon written appeal statements based upon the record."
KCC 20.22.240. So Council could not directly allow in new evidence.

7
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threaten injury rather than an existing injury, she must also show the injury is more than
conjectural or hypothetical but is immediate, concrete, and specific. Thompson v. City of Mercer
Islond, 193 Wn. App. 653, 662, 37 5 P.3d 681 (2016) (internal and external citations omitted).
Appellants are inconect thus that Knight v. City of Yelm,173 Wn.2d325,267 P.3d973 (2OIl),
created a special rule that mere allegations of injury are sufficient to establish standing.

Knight, in fact, is highly instructive. There, the petitioner participated in the examiner's public
hearing on the preliminary plat approval and argued that approval would harm petitioner's water
rights. Id. at975. After the examiner granted conditional preliminary plat approval, petitioner
moved for reconsideration, and when the examiner denied this, appealed to the city council . Id. at
977 . The council found that petitioner had not shown that she would actually suffer any specific
and concrete injury as it related to potable water, and thus was not an aggrieverl person. Ict. at g77 .

Our Court reversed, finding that petitioner had standing, that she had shown sufficient prejudice.
Id. at982.

Again, the Knight petitioner had participated in the examiner proceeding and had entcrcd cvidence
into the record about the distance from her property to the proposed subdivision, her senior water
rights within the same aquifer, and evidence of a water deficit for several years (backed up by
petitioner's expert witness's calculations and hydrogeologist's report). Id. at982*83. Knight's
allegations were based on ample facts Knight had submitted into the record prior to the record's
close.

In contrast to Kníght, Appellants seek to make those showings not in relation to what is in the
record as it closed on September29,2016, but by submittingnew facts, such as parcelviewer
shots, well logs, assessor's office ownership records, water rights reports on examination, a 1986
treatise, an email, and factual declarations tying Appellants' location, well, and interests to the
record. Had those been submitted while the record was opened, they likely would have been
sufficient to establish standing. But with the evidential record closed, they come too late. Based
on the record as it closed September 29, Appellants lack a suffrcient showing of injury or harm.

Appellants' argument that if we determine that they lack standing we will be denying "the City
and the Hospital any opportunity to challenge [Applicant's] lack of evidence of adequate water
in the potential threat to the Hospital's water rights and the City's municipal system," App.
814/17 br. at 8, is misleading. Appellants already hadthat opportunity; that was what the
September 29,2016, hearing was for, as Mr. Meyers' participation illustratcd. And if one or both
appellant could not have made it to that day's hearing, either or both could have submitted
written documentation prior to the record's close. They did not, forfeiting their opportunity to
establish standing. There is no second bite at the apple.

In previous cases, it has been the County that has failed to submit the necessary evidence prior to
the record closing, and we have been similarly unmoved by the County's request that we re-open
the record. For example in Hawes-VL6006259, County Animal Services sought removal for a
vicious dog because the Hawes (allegedly) failed to comply with the requirements for keeping
their vicious dog in the County, requirements that had been set by an earlier Notice of Violation
and Order of Compliance (NVOC). However, Anirnal Services failed to introduce that NVOC
into the record during our removal hearing. We thus granted the Hawes appeal, reasoning that
Animal Services could not prove a failure to comply with requirements when those requirements
were not in the record. After we issued our decision, Animal Services moved for reconsideration,

8
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asking us to reopen the record to allow them to belatedly submit the NVOC. We declined, stating
that:

The basic rule is that evidence submitted after hearing close is not considered or
included in the hearing record, unless the examiner uses his or her discretion to
reopen the record. Ex. R. Xl.C.2. One of the three explicit bases KCC
20.22.220.4.2 provides for a motion for reconsideration is an "error of
procedure... that prevented consideration of the interest of persons directly
affected by the action." Animal Services did not assert any error of procedure that
prevented them from submitting the NVOC. Nor is this a case where, for
example, some twist was presented at hearing where the losing party could
afterward plead surprise and argue for augmenting the record, posthearing;
Animal Services' theory was always that the 2015 NVOC had been violated.r0

ln Hawes the rationale f'or re-opening the record was even stronger, because the County had at
least participated in the hearing process: they had simply forgotten to introduce the crucial
document. Yet we rejected the County's entreaty. Here, Appellants did not even bother to
participate.

We will not be reopening the record. And on the record as a closed on Septemb er 29,2016,
Appellants come nowhere close to establishing standing

SUA SPONTE RECONSIDERATION

Thus, Appellants lack standing and failed to exhaust their administrative remedies. Appellants'
motion to reopen the record and/or to reconsider our decision is DENIED.

We do not, however, wrap up our involvement by simply allowing our October 12,2016,
approval of the Echo Lake preliminary plat to stand as-is. Appellants' timely motion did
accomplish one very important thing: it effectively kept our decision from becoming final and
unreviewable, as it would have if November 7 had come and gone with no activity. And, "[u]pon
a timely request oï sua sponte, an examiner may reconsider a determination based on the existing
evidential record." Exam. R. XVI.A.l. Because Hirst occuned after the record closed and is a
(potential) game-changer, we will analyze Hirst under the existing evidential record (i.e. the
record as it closed September 29,2016) and reconsider our October 12 decision.

Before turning to Hirst, we wrap up two other points on which we requested briefing

First, under the "existing evidential record" that closed September 29-which does not include
any of Appellants' later-filed factual assertions or documents they attempted to inject into the
record-the Applicant proved by a preponderance of the evidencefactual water availability
sufficient to meet the requirement that a preliminary plat applicant show "appropriate provisions
are made for. . .potable water supplies." KCC 20.22.180. See also Knight v. City of Yelm, 173
Wn.2d 325,344,267 P.3d973 (201l) (describingthe preliminary plat-as opposed to afinal

r0 Available at http://www.kingcounty.gov/-/media/independent/hearing-examiner/clocuments/case-
diqest/appeals/animal0/020enforcement/2O17l20 I7%o20march/V I6006259_Flawes OrclerOnMotionF'orReconsiderati
on.ashx?la=en.

9
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plat-inquiry as an applicant having to make a "threshold" showing). This is addressed further in
our Amended Report and Recommendation.

Second, WAC 173-507 -030 is a promulgated rule, and we can stay true to our "existing
evidential record" while still reconsidering our October 2016 decision in light of this WAC,
which states:

[Ecology] having determined there are no waters available for further appropriation
through the establishment of rights to use water consumptively, closes the
following streams to further consumptive appropriation for the periods indicated.
These closures confirm surface water source limitations previously established
administratively under authority of chapter 90.03 RCW and RCW 75.20.050.

The WAC then goes on to list "SURFACE WATER CLOSURES," including Stream: Raging
River, Tributary to Snoqualmie River; Date of Closure:9120151; and Period of Closure: All year.

Given that whatever the Raging River basin has been closed for, it has been closed for since 1951,

and WAC 173-507-030 was filed in 1979 and has not been impacted by any agency frlings since
2003, if it is applicable to the permit exempt wells at play for Echo Lake, it was applicable in
October 2016, and thus our decision was an error. We thus reconsider our decision in light of this
WAC.

The County argues that because the Raging River closure is only a "SURFACE WATER
CLOSURE," this WAC only applies to surface waters, and is not applicable to groundwater
withdrawals . Co. 8l4l17 Br. at 61 . Appellants have the better argument here, that the surface
water/groundwater analysis is more nuanced. WAC 173-507-040 states that in "future permitting
actions" (presumably meaning after 1979) relating to groundwater withdrawals, the natural
interrelationship of surface and groundwaters shall be fully considered in water allocation
decisions." The surface/groundwater distinction is not so clear cut.

Instead, it is Applicants' who carry the day on this point. It is not the surface water/groundwater
distinction but that WAC 173-507-030 (Snohomish) simply does not apply to permit-exempt
wells at all. When Ecology wants to write a rule covering permit exempt wells for a particular
basin it knows how to do so. See, e.g., WAC 173-505-030(2) (Stillaguamish) ("appropriation"
covers "groundwater withdrawals otherwise exempted from permit requirements"); WAC 173-
517-100(2) (Quilcene-Snow Water) (closure applies to "permit-exernpt withdrawals"); WAC
173-527-070 (Lewis) (basin closed to "new permit-exempt withdrawals"). While our Court
recognizes that there is "some appeal to the idea that all of the rules should mean the same

thing," it rejected the invitation to "search for a uniform meaning to rules that simply are not the
same." Postema v. Pollution Control Hearings Bd.,l42 Wn.2d 68,87,1 I P.3d 726 (2000). Hirst
confirmed this, explaining that Ecology's Nooksack Rule (WAC 173-501) only closed one out
of the 48 covered basins to permit-exempt appropriations. 186 Wn.2d a|676. Hirst did not say
Whatcom County was wrong to interpret WAC 173-501 as inapplicable; for 47 of its basins
Hirst said that the WAC itself that was not sufficiently protective.

In case there is any lingering doubt, as Appellants point out, Ecology's interpretation of its own
regulations is entitled to great weight. Port of Seattle v. Pollution Control Hearings Bd., l5l
Wn.2d 568, 593, 90 P.3d 659 (2004). As Appellants note, in November 2016 Ecology issued a
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Focus on Water Availabitity.ll In that document Ecology has some things to say about Hirst,
discussed below. But as to rWAC 173-507 itself, Ecology is clear that the "the rule flnstream
Resources Protection Program rule (WAC 173-507)l adopted by Ecology for this watershed does
not limit the use of permit-exempt wells" (emphasis added). While WAC 173-507 and a host of
other WACs will likely (unless or perhaps even if the legislature enacts something) need to be
amended to comply with Hirst, the current version of WAC 173-507-030 does not impact our
case.

IF OR HOW DOES HIRST APPLY?

Introductiqn

The other issues in this case-whether Appellants have standing or a sufficient excuse for failing
to exhaust their administered remedies, whether we should belatedly re-open the evidential
record, whether under the existing record Applicant has shown (f'or preliminary plat purposes)
sufficicnt factual watcr availability, and whether WAC 173-507-030 impacts our permit-exempt
wells-have crystal-clear answers. Conversely, Hirst not only lacks crystal clarity, it is
downright murky. Using a more legal analogy, we would reach our other rulings here even if we
applied a strict, clear-and-convincing standard against the County and Applicant; conversely, it is
challenging to find a reading of Hirst that passes even the most lenient preponderance-of-the-
evidence standard. Anyone claiming absolute knowledge of how Hirst applies to current
applications is either (a) unsuccessfully attempting to fool us or (b) fooling themselves.
Nevertheless, we give it the old college try.

Nobody-including the Applicant or the County--claims that the County's current Comp Plan
and implementing regulations arc Hirst-compliant. Action 13 in the County's 2016 Comp Plan,
addresses Hirst by name, interpreting it as requiring "the County to develop a system for review
of water availability in King County, with a particular focus on future development that would
use permit exempt wells as their source of potable water," starting with a Water Availability and
Permitting Study carryinga July 1,2078 deadline for final reporting, followed by
implementation through amendments to the Comp Plan and development regulations.12

Either the legislature will have to overrule Hirst, the County will have to amend its Comp Plan
and regulations to ensure future consistency with Hirsl, or some combination of the two needs to
happen (state legislature partially eases Hit'st and County rreeds to conforrn its Comp Plan ancl
regulations to comply with the new legislative enactment). The question is what happens in the
interim.

There are three ways of looking at what Hirst means. First, Hirst requires only that the County
craft a Hirst-compliant system for future applications-i.e. even if someone filed an application
tomorrow, that application would still be analyzed under the current Comp Plan and regulations.
Second, Hirst applies immediately (i.e. even before the Comp Plan or regulations are updated) to
any applications not vested prior to Hirst. And third, Hirst applies to any decision anyone in the
County (including the examiner) has to make, regardless of whether the application vested to the
requirements in place at the time a completed application was submitted (here, March 2016).

I I See https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/1 1 I 10l2.pdf (rev. Nov. 2016),
r2 Available at http://kingcounty.gov/-/media/Council/docunents/CompPlan/20 l6lFullCouncil/adoptedplan/
Attachm ent A-K ingCountyCom nreherrsivePl an- I 205 I 6.ashx? la=en at 12-20.
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Appellants' citation to Lunsþrd v. Saberhagen Holdings, Inc., 166 Wn.2d 264,208 P .3d 1092
(2009), with its holding that its decisions are retrospective as well as perspective, is helpful and
would win if the County were arguing that Hirst could not retroactively be applied to mean that
the County's previously-adopted Comp Plan is noncompliant. But it still begs the question of
what Hirst was trying to say, either, essentially "counties need to amend their Comp Plans and
regulations to set up an orderly process by which each county ensures that future applications
seeking to employ permit exempt wells will meet our standard," or "starting on October 6,2016,
counties need to apply our standard to all new applications, despite the absence ofsuch plans or
regulations," or "starting on Octob er 6, 20I6 applications, even if a pending application vested
under the rules and regulations in place at the time of application, counties need to apply our
analysis to its current review." Lunsþrd and its ilk offers no window into what Hirst was trying
to say.

Agency Understandings

Ecology and DPER corrceivably do. While we strike Appellants' extra-record submittals and will
not add to the evidential record, we take official notice of two documents Appellants note:
Ecology's Focus on Water Availability discussed above and DPER's Special Notice Private
"Exempt" Wells.l3 These are not documents that anyone could have been entered into the record
by September 29,2016, because they did not then exist. And while the Applicant is correct that
neither of these quite fìts the public regulation, rule or adopted policy of a public agency we may
take official notice of, Exam. R. XIILB.I .a, they are also not really an improper entry into the
"evidential record." Each is a published, public legal interpretation of how each public agency
understands Hirst.

We do not grant substantial weight (or otherwise accord deference) to what either of those
entities thinks Hirst means. We do not accord DPER any deference, and while Ecology's
interpretation of its own regulations is entitled to great weight, Ecology's interpretation of a
court decision is not, at least not until Ecology promulgates a nsw or amended public rule in
response. Exam. R. XV.F. Nevertheless, we will still mine DPER's and Ecology's expressions
on Hirst for any useful clues, as the parties already have in their briefing.

Ecology explicitly discusses Hirst (albeit as the "recent decision [by] the Washington State
Supreme Court," not by referencing Hirst by name) in its Focus on [4/ater Availability. Id. at2.
The document is clear in its next sentence that the "rule adopted by Ecology for this fSnohomish
River] watershed does not limit the use of permit exempt wells, as discussed above. Id. at 3. But
the sentence after that states that "Counties may not issue permits for projects that will rely on a
permit-exempt well, unless it (sic) determines that the water use will not impact instream flows
or closed water bodies." Id. at 3. Ecology thus seems to think that Hirst applies to current
applications. That is only a data point, but a data point nonetheless.

Conversely, it is not at all clear reading DPER's Notice what exactly DPER thinks Hirst means.
One part of the Notice describes Hirst as meaning that "development permit applications that
propose to use a private well water supply (in a basin that is closed or partially closed to surface
water withdrawals by the Department of Ecology) must demonstrate that groundwater

r3 See https://fÌ¡rtress.wa.gov/ecv/publications/documents/1 I l10l2.pdf (rev. Nov. 2016), &.
http://www.kinscounty.gov/-/rnedia/depts/permitting-environmental-review/fìre-
marshal/Media%20folder/RICKE'I"I'SDPERSeecialNoticeExernptWells003PDF.ashx?la:en (Dec. 2016)
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withdrawal will not impair a senior water right," and states that"lHirst] applies to 'permit-
exempt' wells";these sound like DPER is treating Hirst as applicable to current applications. But
then the Notice sounds even more committal inthe other direction:

Because the Growth Management Hearings Board did not invalidate the County's
development regulations (and the Supreme Court declined to reverse the Board's
decision on that issue), King County DPER will continue to take in building
permit applications, subdivision applications, and other development permit
applications in the interim.

The rest of the Notice is noncommittal, starting with the pronouncement that landowners "ability
to develop property when relying on private ('exempt') rvells as the rvater source may,be limited
by a recent court decision," and returning with the warning that "King County does not make any
warranties regarding water rights for proposed development." The Notice is best summed up
with the true and thoroughly equivocal (as to the current application of Hirst) statement that,
"King County government is assessingthe ramifrcations of this case on issuance of building
permits, subdivisions, and other development permits that utilize exempt wells."

We are not taking a jab at DPER. DPER faces the same damned if you do, damned if you don't
scenario that we do. If DPER approves a building permit (or if we approve a preliminary plat
application) relying on permit exempt wells, based on the plans and regulations in place on the
date of complete application, a court may say, "What part of Hirsl's local governments must
determine that 'applicants for building permits or subdivision developments have demonstrated
that an adequate water supply is legally available before authorizing approval' did you not
understand?" Similarly, if DPER or we evaluate a building permit or subdivision under a
standard that requires an applicant to show legal water availability even for a pefmit-exempt
well, despite neither the Comp Plan nor the current regulations requiring this, a court may say,
"What part of our unbroken chain of vesting jurisprudence, the state subdivision/building code
statutes, and your own code (which has never been declared invalid) did you not understand, and
what made you think you could override a building/subdivision applicant's entitlement to have
her completed application processed under the plans and regulations in place at the time of her
application?"

We would summarize the DPER memo as, "Things are in flux. We're not exactly sure what's
going on. If we don't, then no applicants can have any certainty relatecl to permit-exempt wells.
So everyone is on notice and has received fair warning that changes are a foot." We have no
quibble with how DPER phrased their bulletin. Nor do we take much from it.

HirstText

Passages from the majority opinion imply that the majority intends its ruling to apply to current
subdivision or building permit applications, including our current analysis of Echo Lake.Id. at
674 (applicant must "produce proof that waters both legally available and actually available")
("counties must receive sufficient evidence of an adequate water supply from applicants for
building permits or subdivisions before the County may authorize development");675
("Through these [building and subdivision] statutes, the GMA requires counties to assure that
water is both factually and legally available"); 684 (GMA requires "local governments to
determine that applicants for building permits or subdivision developments have demonstrated
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that an adequate water supply is legally available before authorizing approval"); 685-36 (RCW
58.17.1l0 assigns to a county reviewing a permit application involving permit-exempt wells and
exempt-use applications the task of reviewing for impairment of existing rights); and 687 (under
RCW 58.17.110, each water use appropriation requires a fact-specific determination, and the
County may not fail to ask "whether there is water that is legally available"). While there is more
discussion in the case about building permits, no less than ten times did the majority raise RCW
58.17.110, a pre-existing code.

Justice Stephens' dissent seems to reacl the majority opinion in this way: "The practical result of
this holding is to stop counties from granting building permits that rely on permit-exempt wells."
186 Wn.2d at 700. "The majority fails to acknowledge the astronomical task it assigns to
individual applicants." Id. at 71 L The "majority's conclusion that RCW 19.27.097 requires
individual applicants to show no impairment will effectively halt local departments from
granting building permits." Id. at713. Justice Stephens did not say "will stop" or "willassign" or
"will require"; she interpreted the majority as adding a burden on individual applicants in the
present tense. Although Justice Stcphcns phrascd her dissent in terms of building pennit
applications, where such burdens are even worse than for subdivision applicants-individual lot
owners having no chance to amortize such costs over multiple lots-the majority lumped RCW
19.27.097's standard in with RCW 58.17.110's standard regarding potable water.

Yet the majority couched its holdings in terms of planning. Id. at 660 ("GMA requires counties
to consider and address water resource issues in land use planning"); at 661 (counties required
"to plan for the protection of water resources"); 672 (local governments required "to adopt a
comprehensive plan and development regulations consistent with the comprehensive plan" which
"requires planning to protect surface and groundwater resources"); 673 (section heading entitled
"The GMA requires counties to have a comprehensive plan that protects surface and
groundwater resources"); 673 (counties must "ensure that their development regulations and
comprehensive plans comply with the GMA"); and (GMA requires counties to "consider and
address water resource issues in land use planning");676 (county's existing comprehensive plan
fails to "require the County to make a determination of water availability"). And most
importantly, the majority framed its holding as, "'We hold that the County's comprehensive plan
does not protect water availability because it allows permit-exempt appropriations to impede
minimum flows." Id. at 668; see also id. at 658.

The Chief Justice's Ilirst concuring opinion backs this view, that the rnajority opinion shoulcl
not be "read to... shift the burden on the permit applicants," and that instead the majority's
opinion is limited to the planning process and to requiring counties to frrst amend their
comprehensive plans and ordinances before they apply the majority's standard to individual
applicants. Hirst, 186 Wn.2d at 696-700 (Madsen, C.J., concurring). She clariflres that state
"statutes do not expect the burden to fall on individual applicants where the County has failed to
meet its initial burden of determining water availability through its comprehensive planning and
development regulations." Id. at699.In fact, "the burden to provide evidence of water falls on
individual applicants only where the State and the counties have first fulfilled their statutory
duties of ensuring that water is available ." Id. at 699.
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Hirst Analvsis

The Hirst majority certainly did no one any favors. With a single sentence, it could have quelled
the dissent's fervor and soothed the concurrence's fears by stating the burden would first be on
the government, not on applicants, to come up with a solution. Or it could have said the
opposite-who said life is fair, burdens are burdens, etc. Instead it did neither. So what to make
of a majority opinion, when the other four justices could not even agree what the decision means
(let alone whether it was correct or not)?

We start with the vested rights doctrine, though not as a potential trump card. First, the vested
rights doctrine applies to administrative or legislative, not judicial, changes. Second, on one
reacling of Hirst, even if a new application proposing a permit-exempt well source was submitted
tomorrow, because the County's plans and regulations have not yet been amended in light of
Hirst, that application would also need to be decided under the County's current plans and
regulations, even though that application came in well after Hirst.

Yet the vesting concept provides some context. Even if we were authorized-and we are not-to
place a moratorium on DPER accepting any future applications involving permit exempt wells
until the County can come up with plans and regulations that adequately protect water, that
would still not give us authority to change the regulations that apply to previously vested
applications. We do not lightly assume that a court in a state with such strong vested rights
protections for subdivision and building permit applicants intended to make a sea change in the
rules applicable to pending subdivision and building applications when the court did not
unequivocally say that this is what it intended. The majority certainly had the authority to do so,
but we do not lightly assume that the majority meant, sub silentio, to require local decision-
makers to apply Hirst's prescriptions to vested applications.

And our vested rights code is even stronger than the state's. The courts have somewhat scaled
back the vested rights doctrine. See, e.g., Potala Víllage Kirkland, LLC v. City of Kirkland, 183
Wn. App. 191, 198-199, 334 P.3d I 143, 114647 (201+). The King County Code is broader: for
almost any Type 1,2, or 3 land use decisions, the application "shall be considered under the
zoning and other land use control ordinances in effect on the date a complete application is
filed." KCC 20.20.070.4. Vested nights are not controlling here, but they are instructive.

More impoftantly, the majority only sustained a furding of noncompliance, rejecting appellant's
request to declare the pre-existing Whatcom County policies and regulations invalid. A holding
of noncomplionce is inconsistent with a ruling that Whatcom County, much less King County,
should do anything other than apply its current plans and regulations to completed applications
until such time as the county can enact new, Hirst-compliant plans and regulations.

The Court recently highlighted the distinction under GMA of frnding a county's Comp Plan and
regulations noncomplianl versus a more severe finding that the continued operation of the
county's plans and regulations would substantially interfere with goals of the GMA and were
thusinvalid.Townof Woodwayv. SnohomishCounty,lS0 Wn.2d 165,174-75,322P.3d1219
(2014). Although the Il'oodway majofity reached the disputed conclusion that even a finding of
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invalidity does not extinguish rights vested under state or local law, there was no dispute that
following a finding of noncompliance the county's plans and regulations remain valid during the
remand period.la

Moreover, the majority's discussion about the building and subdivision codes and their
requirements that the county assure such applicants show legal water availability was in the
context of rejecting Whatcom County's argument that it could "delegate" to Ecology the task of
ensuring water compliance, and that Whatcom County did not have an independent duty to itself
ensure this, as opposed to Hirst's argument that the County had the burden of protecting the
availability of water and that the county's "comprehensive plan must itself protect the
availability of water resources." Id. at 667,665. The majority's holding is that counties have "an
inclepenclent responsibility to ensure water availability," and that Whatcom County's
"comprehensive plan does not satisfy the GMA requirement to protect water availability." Id. at
665,666.

Thc majority did not say that, in interpreting their current building and subdivision codes,
counties had to (or even were allowed to) hold an applicant to a standard the applicant was not-
as of the time she submitted a completed application-required to meet. The majority explained
the "burden on counties to take action" in terms of their comprehensive plans, not in terms of
applying their current regulations. Id. at 673.The majority did not say that Whatcom County was
misinterpreting its regulations or should apply a new interpretation; instead the majority found
that the "County's rules for proving permit-exempt applications authorize groundwater
appropriations in otherwise closed basins." Id. at 678. The regulations themselves, not the
County's interpretation of them, was the problem.

Counsel have done an admiral job analyzing Hirst and its applicability to Applicant's
preliminary plat application. Ultimately, we find the Applicant's and County's position the
slightly more persuasive. Yet our interpretation of Hirst is less important than our answer on
other issues in dispute for two reasons. First, while we get deference on the construction of local
lawsrs such as KCC chapter 20.22, County subdivision codes, or the Examiner's Rules, the
courts will likely pay little heed to whatwe think Hirst means whenever they reach the merits, as

they will likely do in some future case. And second, as we discussed below, we reach the same
decision on Echo Lake regardless of which way the courts ultimately interpret Hirst; thus our
interpretation of Hirst in Applicant's and the County's favor is largely a distinction without a
difference.

NEXT STEPS

Justice Stephens' dissent warns that "[d]eterminations of water availability are complex and
costly." 186 Wn.2d at7ll. She criticizes the majority for failing to "acknowledge the
astronomical task it assigns to individual applicants." Id. at 7l l. She cites one example where
compiling the hydrological data and crafting the model would cost approximately $300,000 and
require two years. Id. at712. She castigates the majority for pushing "a massive, and likely
insurmountable, burden onto individuals applying for a building permit." Id. at713. She cites
Postema v. Pollution Control Hearings Bd., 142 Wn.2d 68, I I P .3d 726 (2000), which we note

t4 Id. at 175; id. at 186 (Johnson, J., dissenting) (a finding ofa plan's or regulation's invalidity should override
reliance on the vested rights doctrine).

'5 RCW 36.70C. 130(lXb).
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consumed 67 pages of Washington Reports and illustrates the awful complexity surrounding
groundwater withdrawals.

In several occasions in the main text and its footnotes, Hirst's majority takes exception with
various parts of the dissent, but never once does the majority defend itself on this point, never
once says the dissent is overestimating the burden on applicants. The majority neither assures
would-be applicants that counties will first enact a comprehensive system before such
(ameliorated) burdens will fall on applicants, or bites the bullet and says, as the Division II
majority candidly admitted in Foxv. Skagit County,193 Wn. App.254,372P.3d784 (2016),
"there are hardships attendant to any water right with alatu priority date and too little water
available to satisfy all rights," i.e., "tough luck, pal."l6

In fact, the dearth of any such discussion in the Hirst majority opinion is yet one more reason to
interpret it as not completely upsetting the apple cart by requiring governments to hammer
existing applicants with new burdens prior to comprehensive legislative amendments. The Hirst
majority's author is one of the most thorough and thoughtful membcrs of a stellar bench. For
example, in a recent water rights case, Foster v. ï4/ashington State Dept. of Ecolog1,,,184 Wn.2d
465,362 P.3d 959 (2015), Justice Wiggins' dissent was twice as long and (to us at least) better
reasoned than that majority's decision. Justice Wiggins showed an empathetic appreciation for
the careful balancing, study, and reftnements the state and local agencies had put into their water
-related approach there. 184 Wn.2d at 488. We find it much easier to believe that Justice
Wiggins included no such equivalent analysis inhis Hirst majority opinion because he wrote it
as only a planning-first, forward-looking decision, than to believe the alternative, that Justice
Wiggins meant his opinion to apply to current applicants in a draconian manner and yet forgot to
clearly say this and did not notice or care about the ramifications of such an abrupt sea change.
Having read many Justice Wiggins opinions, we fînd the former view significantly more in line
with past behavior.

But even assuming the worst, that the majority was sticking its head in the sand, we will not
plunge our head into the same hole. We cannot predict what the legislature will come up with or
what the County will do, but it would be unconscionable for us to approve a subdivision that
allowed lots to be platted and sold where a hapless purchaser/applicant could be told, "Actually,
you need to show legal water availability, which may cost you more to do than your lot is worth.
Sorry."

If we had decided that Hirst applies to even pending applications, we would approve the
preliminary plat, but with the added condition that the Applicant must show, prior to final plat
approval, legal water availability. Similarly, although we decide today that Hirst applies first to
the County to craft a Hirst-compliant comprehensive system, we still approve the preliminary
plat with the same added condition that prior to final plat approval, the applicant shall establish,
to DPER's satisfaction, not only the physical water requirements set forth in Public Health's
September 28,2015, approval (Exhibit 13), but such legal water availability as DPER will
consider suffrcient to support building permit applications for the Echo Lake lots Thus, under our
Amended Report and Recommendation, an individual Echo Lake lot purchaser-like

16 Fox involved permit exempt wells, but in a basin controlled by a WAC that "expressly indicates that it governs
permit-exempt uses of water." Id. aT 275 (citations omitted). F"o¡ was thus tackling a legally different scenario than a
permit-exempt well covered by our WAC 173-507.
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Mr. Amedson, who came to our hearing interested in purchasing a lot-will not face the burdens
the dissent articulated, the concurrence agreed with, and the majority offered nothing to rebut.lT
Although the Applicant's and County's primary argurnent is that Hirst does not apply to Echo
Lake, each states that, in the alternative, we can approve today's preliminary plat with the
condition that Applicant demonstrates legal water availability prior to final plat approval.
Applicant 8/4117 br. at9; Co.814l17 br. at 15. So it is not the Applicant or County taking
exception to our approach. Rather it is Appellants that counter that we cannot peg the showing of
legal water availability to the final plat stage. That is actually not true.

Our Court has explicitly ratified an examiner granting conditional approval of a preliminary plat
with an outstanding water rights question, so long as "all requirements must be satisfied and
confirmçd inwritingbeforefinøl platapproval." Knightv. Citynf Yelm,173 Wn.2d 325,345,267
P .3d 973 (201 1 ) (italics added). r8 Even in the absen ce of Knighl, one gets to the same point by
walking through the County code. KCC 20.22.180 requires a preliminary plat to show
"appropriate provisions are made for...potable water supplies," without further defining what
counts as "appropriate" for preliminary plat-(as opposed to final plat)-purposes. KCC
20.20.040.A.4 does: for development proposals like a preliminøry plat which require a source of
potable water, an applicant must provide "documentation of an approved well by the Seattle-
King County department of public health," something the Applicant has already provided here. le

Instead, it is at the final plat stage that "[p]roof of. ..water availability , including any required
water rights, shall be submitted. . .before recording." KCC 194.16.030.F (emphasis added).

The line between what we require atthe preliminary plat stage, which is an "approximate"
exercise, versus the final plat stage, which requires "all elements and requirements," is often not
a precise science. KCC 19A.04.260 &, .250. See also Knight v. City of Yelm,173 Wn.2d325,344,
267 P.3d973 (2011) (describingthe preliminaryplat-as opposed to afinal plat-inquiry as a
"threshold" showing). But if there were ever a time to save something for the final plat approval
stage, this is this case.

As article after article out of Olympia stated, solving Hirst' s unraveling of water management
authority in Washington was so important that the Senate majority refused to take up the capital
budget until a fix for Hirstwas found; as no compromise on Hirst was found, the legislature
closed without a $4 billion capital budget.20 We will eat our hat if the next legislature also closes

r7 Ultimately, the same distinction-without-a-difference applies to whether Appellants have standing to challenge
Echo Lake on the basis of Hirst and/or their failure to exhaust their administrative remedies as it relates to Hirsî is
excused. Ifwe had found their lack ofparticipation excused, and re-opened the record to allow them to establishing
standing related to legal water availability, we would still reach the same approve-the-preliminary-plat-but-with-the-
added-condition-that-the-Applicant-must-show-prior-to-final-plat-approval-legal-water-availability decision as we
do today.
tB ln Knight, the Court affirmed the superior court's requirement that Knight have "an opportunity to challenge the
City's evidence of water provisions before final plat approval." Id. at344 & n.12. Knight, however, participated in the
examiner's public hearing on the preliminary plat approval and argued (and provided extensive evidentiary support for
her position) that approval would harm her water rights; the Court found Knight had standing. Id. at328J9,34243.
Conversely, our Appellants did not participate in the hearing process and do not have standing. They do not magically
gain standing at a subsequent stage. We do not create a special process for them to weigh in later.
re Public Health's preliminary approval, received February 16,2076, is Exhibit l0 in our record.
20 Justto make sure we use appropriate language, we borrowthe language from an Association of Washington Cities
email that Appellants tried to insert into the record. We do not take particular notice of that letter, as a brief web
search shows numerous articles confirming the essential political positioning, even if the precise description is
slightly different.
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without some Hirst-related enactment. Yet we possess no special tea leaves for predicting what
the precise legislative fix will be, nor what will arise from the County's planning process. Thus,
any specific condition we place now is almost guaranteed to be obsolete in a matter of months.
The important thing is that we put a condition thatwhatever requirements wind up applying to
permit-exempt well applicants, Echo Lake meets this before final plat approval, to avoid the
unconscionable scenario of the burden of a required showing of legal water availability the
dissent warns of being passed on to hapless individual purchasers.

CONCLUSION

If prior to or on September 29,2016, Appellants had spent even a tiny fraction of the time the¡r
have spent since then trying to challenge Echo Lake, they rvould have been leagues further
ahead. Yet, Appellants' November 7 ,20 I 6, motion for reconsideration served a very useful
purpose, keeping our October 12,2016, decision from becoming final and unchallengeable.
Although Appellants do not have standing nor did they exhaust their remedies, their filing
prodded us to reconsider our decision. Our attached re-approval of the Echo Lake preliminary
plat adds the condition that prior to fìnal plat approval and creation of any actual building lots,
the Applicant will need to show prior to fìnal plat approval, not only the physical water
requirements set forth in Public Health's September 28,2015, approval (Exhibit 13), but such
legal water availability as DPER will consider suffìcient to support building permit applications
for the Echo Lake lots.

This should wrap it up. The Applicant and to a lesser extent the County could conceivably appeal
this decision, because our Amended Report and Decision is materially less advantageous to
them. But they have both already agreed, at least in principle,2l with today's outcome.
Mr. Meyers could have challenged our initial decision prior to November 7,2016, but today's
Amended Report and Decision is in no sense less advantageous to him and in a very real sense is
more advantageous to him, so he too cannot seek further review. And Appellants failed to
exhaust their administrative remedies and lack standing, so they cannot seek further review
either.

There will be another application recommendation for some other development where
Appellants can timely raise their concerns over how the County is handling water issues, likely a

development involving more than six home sites-Echo Lake being the tiniest preliminary plat
application we have ever been involved with. In a luture oase we will again give Appellants
another opportunity to present their facts and argument during the actual hearing process. And by
code, examiner decisions do not establish precedent, KCC 20.22.290, so either appellant would
be free to offer the same arguments again, albeit in a timely fashion. But there is no second bite
at the Echo Lake apple.

2r If either the Applicant or the County has a concern with the precise language we used to craft this new condition
l7-"Prior to final plat approval, the applicant shall establish, to DPER's satisfaction, not only the physical water
requirements set forth in Public Health's September 28,2015, approval (Exhibit l3), but such legal water
availability as DPER will consider sufficient to support building permit applications for the Echo Lake lots"-both
have standing and have exhausted their administrative remedies, so either is free to frle a motion for reconsideration
with proposed amendatory language.
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ORDER

Appellants' motion for reconsideration and motion to reopen the closed record are DENIED.
Appellants both lack standing and failed to exhaust their administrative remedies.

We sua sponte RECONSIDER our October 12,2016, Report and Recommendation. Attached to
this Order is an Amended Report and Recommendation.

DATED October 6,2017.

David Spohr
Hearing Examiner

DS/ed
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October 6,2017

OFFICE OF THE HEARING EXAMINER
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

King County Courthouse
5 16 Third Avenue Room 1200

Seattle, Washington 98 I 04
Telephone (206) 477 -0860
Facsimi le (206) 29 6-01 98

hearin gexaminer@kin ggounty. gov
www.kin gcounty. go!,/independent/heari ng-examiner

AMENDED REPORT AND DECISIONI

SUBJECT: Department of Permitting and EnvironmentalReview file no. PL4T160002
Proposed ordinance no.: 2016-0414

ECHO LAKE ESTATES
Preliminary Plat Appl ication

Location: South side of SE 96th Street, east of Snoqualmie Parkway,
Snoqualmie

Applicant: Puget Western Inc
re pre s e nt e d by Heather Bu rgess
724 Columbia Street NW Suite 320
Olympia, WA 98501
Telephone: (360) 7 42-3 500
Email : hbUrgess@phi ll ipsburgesslaw.com

King County: Department of Permitting and Environmental Review
represented óy Devon Shannon and JinaKim
King County Courthouse
516 Third Avenue Room W400
Seattle, WA 98104
Telephone: (206) 47 7 -l 120
Email : devon.shannon@,kin gcounty. gov ;

i ina.ki m@kin gcounti,. goy

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONSiDECISION:

Department's Preliminary Recommendation
Department's Final Recommendation:
Examiner's October 12, 2016 Decision:
Examiner's October 5, 2017 Decision:

Approve, Subject to Conditions
Approve, Subject to Conditions
Approve, Subject to Conditions

Approve, Subject to Additional Conditions

I Findings l0-12, Conclusions 3-4, and Condition l7 are substantively amended from our October 12,2016,report.
Any changes to the remainder of the document are purely cosmetic.
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EXAMINER PROCEEDINGS

Hearing Opened:
Hearing Record Closed

2

September 29,2016
September 29,2016

Participants at the public hearing and the exhibits offered and entered are listed in the attached
minutes. A verbatim recording of the hearing is available in the Hearing Examiner's Office.

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND DECISION: Having reviewed the record in this matter, the
Examiner now makes and enters the following:

FINDINGS:

General Information:

Applicant: Puget Western Inc.
Attn David Yasuda
PO Box 1529
Bothell, WA 98041
(42s) 487-6s44

Engineer: Eastside Consultants
1320 NW Mall Street
Issaquah, WA 98027
(425) 392-s3s1

STR: 02-23-07

Location The site is located east of Snoqualmie Parkway, on the south side
of SE 96th Street, Snoqualmie

Parcel Nos. 746290-0tt0

Zoning: RA-5
Acreage: 31.58 acres
Number of Lots: Six
Density: Approximately one unit per five acres
Lot Size: Lots range from approximately one to three acres
Proposed Use: Single Family Detached Dwellings
Sewage Disposal: Individual on-site septic systems
Water Supply: Private Community Well
Fire District: King County Fire Protection District #10
School District: Snoqualmie Valley
Complete Application Date: February 16,2016 (date filed), March 15,2016 (complete)

Except as modified herein, the facts set forth in the Department of Permitting and
Environmental Review (DPER) reports to the Examiner and the DPER testimony is
found to be correct and are incorporated herein by reference.

2.
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5
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9

7

This matter involves a request to subdivide 31.58 acres, zoned RA-5, into six lots for
single-family detached dwellings, into tracts for critical areas and their associated buffers,
and into driveway tracts. Known as Echo Lake Estates, each lot will be approximately
one to three acres in size.

The subject property has a relatively thin, west-to-east strip along SE 96th Street (the
northern boundary), merging into a somewhat thicker north-to-south rectangle along the
western edge. The property contains some steep slopes, numerous wetlands, and one
creek.

Dwelling unit lots One through Four will be clustered in the northerly strip, with lots Five
and Six dipping slightly into the northeast portion of the rectangle. A critical areas tract
for a northeast-to-southwest flowing creek is to be set aside betrveen lots Two and Three,
a wetland area will be protected along SE 96th Street between lots Three and Four, and a
wetlands depression will remain between lots Five and Six.

Steep slopes running northwest-to'southeast abut the southerly edges of lots Five and Six
in the westerly rectangle portion. The area from the top of the steep slopes to the southern
property boundary is all set aside as critical areas and their respective buffers. After
review by its geologist, DPER concluded that the default, 50-foot steep slope buffer
could be reduced to 25 feet, meaning no clearing or grading within 25 feet of the top, toe,
or sides of any steep slopes, with no structures located closer than 40 feet (given the l5-
foot building setback line added to the buffer).

Access is fairly straightforward-Snoqualmie Parkway to SE 96th Street to relatively
short joint use or individual driveways, except for a somewhat longer driveway to the
proposed homesite area on Lot Six. Ron Meyers, president of the small water association
to the north and east, noted that is harder and harder to get onto Snoqualmie Parkway
from SE 96th Street. Echo Lake Estates' six building lots will generate significantly
fewer trips than the thresholds that would trigger more intensive traffic review or require
off-site mitigation.

The area to be developed generally slopes to the west, with average slopes ranging from
approximately five to ten percent. Because of the numerous critical areas and steep slopes
near the dwelling lots, DPER required the applicant, in advance of this preliminary plat
approval, to show that there was space for both a feasible building envelope and for a
sufficient drainfield, and to obtain preliminary Public Health approval. The applicant has
complied.

Drainage is always a heightened concern, especially in the Raging River drainage basin.
Looking from west to east, a small portion at the northwest corner (part of Lot One) will
drain to the Snoqualmie Parkway drainage system. Most of Lot Two and the western
portion of Lot Three will flow to the on-site creek, which itself flows southeast across an
adjacent parcel and then continues onto the southerly portion of the plat, toward the
Interstate 90 drainage system. The eastern portion of Lot Three, along with Lot Four,
flow north toward the on-site wetland, which itself outlets north across a culvert under
NE 96th Street. Lot Five and most of Lot Six flow into a wetland depression that has no
natural outlet. And the eastern portion of the south part of Lot Six flows south towards
the on-site stream and eventually the Interstate 90 drainage system. Further engineering
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review will be required, but the drainage seem suffrcient for purposes of preliminary plat
approval.

10 The most significant concern is potable water, especially given Mr. Meyers' testimony
that his neighboring water association is in dire straits, having already been pinched by
the Snoqualmie Ridge development. Mr. Meyers fears the impact future water
withdrawals for Echo Lake Estates may have on him.

The applicant here submitted a water well report from 1982, from 1989, and from 1994.
Ex. 13. Bill Moffett testified that they recently drilled a 3OO-foot deep well
(approximately 130 feet deeper than the shallower, 168-foot main well Ron Meyers'
association uses) with a275-foot deep pump, and found the water table at around 150-
160 feet. Their drawdown test produced "massive" water, way more than would be
needed to supply six homes. And although Public Health noted several conditions that
will need to be addressed prior to final platting, Public Health reviewed the evidence and
approved the application for the well source site for a Group B system serving six lots as

suffrcient for prelirninary plat purposes. Ex. 10.

11.

12. While further approvals are due before final approval, the applicant has met its initial
burden of proof on showing appropriate potable water for the preliminary plat stage. Mr.
Meyers' travails are serious, and we in no way minimize them, but his eviåence dóes not
overcome the other evidence in the record. The applicant has made the required threshold
showing of factual water availability. (Whether there is a required threshold showing of
legal water availability is discussed in the Conclusions.)

13 Finally, no children will walk to school; a bus will pick up and return the children along
SE 96th Street.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed subdivision, as conditioned below, would conform to applicable land use
controls. In particular, the proposed type of development and overall density are
specifically permitted under the RA-5 zone.

If approvecl subject to the conditions below, the proposed subdivision will make
appropriate provisions for the topical items enumerated within RCW 58.17.110, and will
serve the public health, safety, welfare use, and interest.

J

4

WAC 173-507-030 is inapplicable to the permit-exempt wells the applicant is proposing
to use here.

In our attached Final order, we analyze whatcom County v. Hirst, I 86 wn.2d 648, 381
P.3d I (2016), in depth, concluding there that, more likely than not, Hirst does not apply
to permit-exempt wells until after the County amends its comprehensive plan and
regulations. But our conclusion on this point is in no sense ironclad. Moreover, the Hirst
dissent's warning about the "astronomical task" a straight (meaning prior to the County
taking a comprehensive look and figuring out some sort of solution) applic ation of Hirst
would assign to individual building permit applicants leads us to conclude that it would
be unconscionable to allow final platting to occur here without the applicant first showing

4

I

2.
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5

5

the legal water availability that DPER would require of building permit applicants. We
thus include a Condition 17, below.

2

aJ

The conditions for final plat approval set forth below are reasonable requirements and in
the public interest.

DECISION:

The preliminary plat Echo Lake Estates, is APPROVED subject to the following conditions of
approval.

compliance with all platting provisions of ritle l9A of the King county code.

All persons having an ownership interest in the subject property shall sign on the face of
the final plat a dedication thaf. inuludes l"he language set fofth in King County Council
Motion No. 5952.

The plat shall comply with the base density requirements of the RA-5 zone classification,
as well as the rural lot clustering requirements of KCC 21A.14.040. All lots shall be the
larger of the minimal dimensional requirements of the RA-5 zone classification or those
shown on the face of the approved preliminary plat except that minor revisions to the plat
which do not result in substantial changes may be approved at the discretion of the
DPER.

Any/all plat boundary discrepancies shall be resolved to the satisfaction of DPER prior to
the submittal of the final plat documents. As used in this condition, "discrepancy" is a
boundary hiatus, an overlapping boundary, or a physical appurtenance which indicates an
encroachment, lines of possession, or a conflict of title.

All construction and upgrading of public and private roads shall be done in accordance
with the 2007 King County Road Design and Construction Standards (KCRD&CS)
established and adopted by Ordinance No. 15753, as amended.

The applicant must obtain the approval of the King County Fire Marshal for the adequacy
of the fire department access, fire hydrant locations, water main, and fire flow of the
International Fire Code as amended by Chapter l7 of the King County Code (KCC) and
in accordance with King Coranty Public Rules.

The drainage facilities shall meet the requirements of the 2009 King County Surface
Water Design Manual (KCSWDM). The site is subject to the conservation flow control
and basic water quality requirements in the KCSWDM.

To implement the required Best Management Practices (BMPs) for treatment of storm
water, the fÏnal engineering plans and technical information report (TIR) shall clearly
demonstrate compliance with all applicable design standards. The requirements for BMPs
are outlined in Chapter 5 of the 2009 KCSWDM. The design engineer shall address the
applicable requirements on the final engineering plans and shall provide all necessary
documents for implementation. The final recorded plat shall include all required
covenants, easements, notes, and other details to implement the required BMPs for site
development.

4.

5

6

7
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12.

13.

6

8

The required BMPs shall also be shown on the individual residential building permit
application submittal. The individual building permit applications shall also include the
required covenants, easements, notes, and other details to implement the BMP design.

The 1O0-year floodplain for any onsite or adjoining streams or wetlands shall be shown
on the engineering plans and the final plat per Special Requirement 2 of the 2009
KCSWDM.

The proposed subdivision shall comply with the 2007 KCRD&CS and 2009 KCSWDM,
including the following requirements:

A. Driveway(s) and joint use driveways shall be improved per Sections 3.01 of the
KCRD&CS, inclucling drainage controls. Notes regarding orvnership and
maintenance of the joint use driveways shall be shown on the final plat.

B. Modifications to the above road conditions may be considered according to the
variance provisions in Section 1.12 of the KCRD&CS.

All utilities within proposed rights-of-way must be included within a franchise
approved by the King County Council prior to final plat recording.

The applicant or subsequent owner shall comply with King County Code 14.75,
Mitigation Payment System (MPS), by paying the required MPS fee and administration
fee as determined by the applicable fee ordinance. The applicant has the option to either:
(l) pay the MPS fee at the final plat recording, or (2) pay the MPS fee at the time of
building permit issuance. If the first option is chosen, the fee paid shall be the fee in
effect at the time of plat application and a note shall be placed on the face of the plat that
reads, "All fees required by KCC 14.75, MPS, have been paid." If the second option is
chosen, the fee paid shall be the amount in effect as of the date of building permit
application.

Lots within this subdivision are subject to KCC 21A.43, which imposes impact fees to
fund school system improvements needed to serve new development. As a condition of
frnal approval,50o/o of the impact fees due for the plat shall be assessed and collected
immediately prior to the recording, using the fee schedules in effect when the plat
receives final approval. The balance of the assessed fee shall be allocated evenly to the
plat's dwelling units and shall be collected prior to building permit issuance.

The proposed subdivision shall comply with the Critical Areas code, as outlined in KCC
21A.24. Permanent survey markings and signs, as specified in KCC 21A.24.160, shall
also be addressed prior to frnal approval. Temporary marking of critical areas and their
buffers (e.g. with bright orange construction fencing) shall be placed on the site and shall
remain in place until all construction activities are complete.

Preliminary plat review has identified the following specific requirements which apply to
this project. All other applicable requirements from KCC 21A.24 shall also be addressed
by the applicant:

All on-site wetlands and critical areas buffers shall be placed within Critical Area
Tracts (CAT) generally as shown on the revised site plan, dated July 11,2016. A

14,

A.
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15.

7

B

15-foot building set back (BSBL) is required from the edge of all CAT boundaries
and shall be shown on all affected lots on the engineering plans and fìnal plat.

Prior to plat recording, a physical barrier such as a split railed fence or similar
with critical area signs shall to be installed along the tract boundaries to
demarcate the CAT boundaries.

The plans shall be routed to the Critical Area section for review and approval
prior to engineering plan approval and final plat/recording.

The following note shall be shown on the final engineering plan and recorded
plat:

RESTRICTIONS FOR CRITICAL AREA TRACTS AND
CRTI'ICAL AREAS AND BUFFERS

Dedication of a critical area tractlsensitive area and buffer conveys to the
public a beneficial interest in the land within the tractlcritical area and
buffer. This interest includes the preservation of native vegetation for all
purposes that benefit the public health, safety and welfare, including
control of surface water and erosion, maintenance of slope stability, and
protection of plant and animal habitat. The critical arcaffactlcritical area
and buffer imposes upon all present and future owners and occupiers of
the land subject to the tractlcritical area and buffer the obligation,
enforceable on behalf of the public by King County, to leave undisturbed
all trees and other vegetation within the tractlcritical area and buffer. The
vegetation within the tractlcritical arca and buffer may not be cut, pruned,
covered by fill, removed or damaged without approval.in writing from the
King County Department of Permitting and Environmental Review or its
successor agency, unless otherwise provided by law.

The common boundary between the tract/critical area and buffer and the
area of development activity must be marked or otherwise flagged to the
satisfaction of King County prior to any clearing, grading, building
construction or other development activity on a lot subject to the critical
areatractlcritical area and buffer. The required marking or flagging shall
remain in place until all development proposal activities in the vicinity of
the critical area are completed.

No building foundations are allowed beyond the required l5-foot building
setback line, unless otherwise provided by law.

A homeowners' association or other workable organization shall be established to the
satisfaction of DPER which provides for the ownership and continued maintenance of the
open space tract(s) and critical area tract(s).

The minimum 10O-feet well radius shall be shown on the engineering plans and final plat,
unless otherwise approved by King County Public Health.

C.

D.

t6
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17. Prior to final plat approval, the applicant shall establish, to DPER's satisfaction, not only
the physical water requirements set forth in Public Health's september 29,2015,
approval (Exhibit l3), but such legal water availability as DPER will consider sufficient
to support building permit applications for the Echo Lake lots.

DATED October 6,2017

David Spohr
King County Hearing Examiner

NOT'ICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL

A person appeals this Examiner decision by following the steps described in KCC 20.22.230,
including filing with the Clerk of the Council a suffîcient appeal statement and a $250 appeal fee
(check payable to the King County FBOD). Appeal statements may refer only to facts contained
in the hearing record; new facts may not be presented on appeal. KCC 20.22.230 also requires
that the appellant provide copies of the appeal statement to the Examiner and to any named
parties listed on the front page of the Examiner's decision.

Prior to the close of business (4:30 p.m.) on October 30, 2017, an electronic copy of the appeal
statement must be sent to Clerk.Council@kilgcquntir.gov and a paper copy of the appeal
statement must be delivered to the Clerk of the Council's Office, Room 1200, King County
Courthouse, 516 Third Avenue, Seattle, rWashington 98104. Prior mailing is not sufficient if
actual receipt by the Clerk does not occur within the applicable time period. If the Offîce of the
Clerk is not officially open on the specified closing date, delivery prior to the close of business
on the next business day is sufficient to meet the filing requirement.

Unless both a timely and sufficient appeal statement and filing fee are filed by October 30, 2017,
the Examiner's decision becomes frnal.

If both a timcly and sufflrcient appeal statement and filirrg fee are filed by October 30, 2017, the
Examiner will notify all parties and interested persons and provide information about "next
steps."

8
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MINUTES OF THE SEPTEMBER 29, 2016, HEARING ON DEPARTMENT OF
PERMITTING AND ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW FILE NO. PLAT16OOO2,

PROPOSED ORDINANCE NO. 2016-0414.

David Spohr was the Hearing Examiner in this matter. Kim Claussen, Pat Simmons, Bill Moffet,
Ron Meyers, and Joseph Amedson participated in the hearing.

The following exhibits were offered and entered into the hearing record on Septemb er 29:

Exhibit no. I Department of Permitting and Environmental Review file no.
PLATI60002
Preliminary department report, transmitted to the Examiner on september
29,2016
Application for Land Use Permits, received February 16,Z0l6
state Environmental Policy Act (sEPA) checklist, received February 16,
2016
SEPA Determination of Non-Significance, issued June 14,2016
A. Affidavit of posting of notice of permit application,

indicating March 23,2016 as date of posting
B. Affidavit of posting of SEPA threshold determination

issuance, dated June 7,2016
C. Affidavit of posting of notice of hearing, posted August 16,

20t6
A. Revised preliminary plat map, received July I 1,2016
B. Revised conceptualdrainage plan, received April 29,2016
Assessors map of NE & NW 02-23-07, SE & SW 35-24-07
Critical areas designation (CAD) CADS120003, dated November 7,2012
Public Health preliminary approval, received February 16,2016
Wetland study by Raedeke Associates, Inc., received July ll,2016
Wildlife reconnaissance by Raedeke Associates, Inc., received April 29,
2016
Technical information report by Eastside consultants, dated February r 5,
2016
iMap of plat, dated September 29,2016

Exhibit no. 2

The Examiner took official notice of the following documents on October 5,2017

State Ecology's Focus on lhater Availability (rev. Nov. 2016), available at:
https ://fortress.wa. glov/ec)'/pub I icati on s/docum ents/ I I I I 0 1 2. pdf
DPER's Special Notice Private "Exempt" Wells (Dec.2016), available at:

marshal/Media%20folder/RICKETT'SDPERSpecialNoticeExernptWells003PDF.a
shx?la:en
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F,xhibit no. 3

Exhibit no. 4

Exhibit no. 5
Exhibit no. 6

Exhibit no. 7

Exhibit no. 8
Exhibit no. 9
Exhibit no. l0
Exhibit no. I I
Exhibit no.12

Exhibit no. l3

Exhibit no. l4

A

B


